
Wrocław, Poland

I am a student of graphics and my main interests 
are illustration and linocut. I work as an illustrator in 
polish mental health foundations.

My illustration presents the way children can feel 
being locked down in their houses. Their beautiful 
imagination can turn the most ordinary situation into 
something wonderful. 

instagram.com/och.gabrielaochalik

Gabriela Ochalik and Anya Mironets Keyes

Portland, Oregon, USA

Growing up in Soviet-era Ukraine, Anya Mironets Keyes long 
dreamed of becoming a painter. After moving to the US and a 
decade dispensing pills in the pharmacy, she’s finally gotten 
to her dream job, sharing a studio with women artists in NE 
Portland and spending her days happily painting.

When I paint I intentionally leave the marks of the process in 
my artwork, incorporating paint runs and exposed underpaint-
ings into the final product. By leaving space for undetailed 
segments, my hope is to give viewers space to fill in the gaps 
with their own mental image and imagination.

anyakeyes.com - instagram.com/anyamirk

‘Somewhere’
Cut-out
8” x  8”

‘Sonata’
Oil on Canvas
22” x 28”

The idea behind 
project two is that 
when you live in an 
urban setting, your one 
consistent view may 
be of others looking 
out the windows. It’s 
unsettling for those 
with social phobia 
and we were aiming 
to capture that feeling 
with this piece.

Project one shows 
quarantine through a 
child’s eyes. For my 
one-year-old daugh-
ter there was not a 
single change in her 
daily routine since the 
lockdown. The world is 
still magical and full of 
rainbows.
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Gabriela and Anya focused on the motif 
of windows, a part of the home that was 
suddenly emphasized when cities went 
into lockdown. They were interested by 
the unsettling experience of seeing others 
looking out of their windows at you in 
densely-populated urban settings, and by 
way of contrast, the feeling of the young 
child gazing out of the window at a world 
that for them is still full of wonder. 


